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Abstract 
Three regions arising as surrogates in certain network design problems are the knapsack set 
X = {x E Z;: xi”=, CjXj 3 b}, the simple capacitated flow set Y = {(y,x) E R: x 2:: y < b, 
y < Cy= 1 CjXj), and the set Z = {(y,x) E R: XZ:: Cl=lyj<b, yj< CjXj for j= l,..., n) 
where the capacity Cj+l is an integer multiple Cj for all j. We present algorithms for 
optimization over the sets X and Y, as well as different descriptions of the convex hulls and fast 
combinatorial algorithms for separation. Some partial results are given for the set Z and 
another extension. 
1. Introduction 
We study the (unbounded) integer knapsack set: 
X= 
i 
XEZ:: i Cjxj>b ) 
j=l I 
and the mixed integer set 
Y= 
i 
(y,x)ER$XZ’f+:y<bb,JJ< i CjXj 3 
j=l i 
in the special case where the Cj are integer with Cj) Cj+ 1 i.e. Cj+ 1 is an integer 
multiple Of Cj. 
Apart from the interest in understanding the general structure of simple integer 
programs, see for instance [3], knapsack sets with divisibility properties also arise in 
coin-changing problems [4], and Marcotte [S] has studied the cutting stock problem 
with divisible capacities. Our interest is due to the fact that sets of the form X and 
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Y arose recently as subproblems in a model of capacity expansion for a local area 
network [1,2] in which demultiplexing equipment with capacities 24, 672 and 1344 
can be installed. The object of the latter paper is to tighten the integer programming 
formulation of the overall problem, and one way to achieve this is to find valid 
inequalities or reformulations for problem relaxations of the form X or Y. 
For both sets we present algorithms for optimization over the set, as well as 
a description of the convex hull in the original variable space, a polynomial reformula- 
tion and a fast combinatorial algorithm for separation. In Section 2 we examine X, 
and in Section 3 we use the results to give answers for the closely related set Y. Finally, 
we discuss extensions to the model 2 = ((y, x) E R: x 2;: I;= I yj < b, yj d CjXj, 
j= l,..., n}, and to X with arbitrary coefficients Cj. 
For completeness we present a known result for the knapsack set XG = {x E Zn+: 
I;= i Cjxj < b}. 
Theorem 1 (Marcotte [5]). With Cjl Cj+ 1 fir all j, conv(X<) is described by the 
non-negativity constraints and the n inequalities: 
j$k(Cj/Ck)xj < Lb/Ck] for k = 1, . . . ,n. 
Later we will also refer to the set X= = (x E Z”,: I;= 1 Cjxj = b). 
2. The knapsack covering problem 
Here we consider the set X,(b) = {x E Z:: I!= I CjXj 2 b}, where we suppose that 
C,< b, C,+i >b for some r~{l,..., n]. Without loss of generality, we can assume 
that Ci = 1 (simultaneously set Cj t Cj/Cl and b + rb/Cll). 
First we describe a procedure to find the set M,(f; b) of all optimal solutions of the 
problem: z = min {fx: x E X,(b)}. This is then used to obtain an explicit description of 
conv(X,(b)) using only the original variables xj. We then show how points in 
conv(X,(b)) can be systematically decomposed, leading both to a polynomial refor- 
mulation using 0(n2) auxiliary variables and a combinatorial separation algorithm. 
We start eliminating the simple cases. 
Observation 2. For the optimization problem z = min{fx: x E X,(b)}, 
(i) iffj < 0 for somej,zI -co, 
(ii) if f > 0 but J = {j: fj = 0} # 0, M,(f; b) = X,,(b) n {x: Xj = 0 for j #J>, i.e. any 
integral solution of CjEJ Cjxj > b is optimal with z = 0, 
(iii) if f > 0, and fj/Cj < fK/CK with j < K i r, M,(f; b) E {x: X, = 0}, 
(iv) iff > 0, and fj < fK with j, rc > r, M,(f; b) E {x: x, = O}. 
Thus after eliminating variables that must be zero, we obtain a canonical problem 
with fi/Cl >, f2/Cz 3 -es afr/C, > 0, and f * =fr+ 1 = -.. =fn > 0. Clearly the 
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optimal solution value z is eitherf* or z’ = min {Cl= i fjxj: x E X,(b)}. To find the set 
of optimal solutions M,(f, b) to this latter problem, let b, = b, and for t = r, . . . , 1, 
define k, = Lbt/C,] + 1, m, = (k, - l)C, and b,_, = b, - m,. The following proposi- 
tion indicates the decomposition property that is used throughout. 
Proposition 3. Suppose fi/Cl > ... afs-l/C,-, >f,lC, = ... =.W,. If x E MS.Lb), 
then x = o! + y, ~1, y E Z’+ for any a E XT (m,) n {x: xj = Ofor j < s) and Y E M,(_L b,- I). 
Proof. Suppose x E M,(f, b). AS xl= 1 CjXj >, b 2 m, and Cj) C, 1 m, for all j < r, 
there exists c1 E Z’+ with tl 6 x such that Es= i Cjaj = m,. Optimality of z implies 
that C(j = 0 for j < s. Feasibility then implies that y = x - M E X,(b - m,)= 
X,(b,- I). 0 
Now as b,_ r < C,, repeated application of Observation 2 and Proposition 3 leads 
to the set of optimal solutions and to the following more precise statement in terms of 
the variables in the last block {s, . . . , r}. 
Corollary 4. Suppose fi/C, 2 ... >_i-l/C,-l >f,/C, = ... = fJC,. If x E M,(fl b), 
then either Cj=,CjXj = rb/C,lC, and Xj = 0 for j < S, or, x = x + 7 for any 
c1 E X, = (Lb/C, JCJ n {x: xj=O for j<s) and any *J where (yl,...,>gs-l) 
~M,_~(f,b,-l)andyj=Oforj=s ,..., r. 
We now look for an explicit description of conv(X,(b)). 
Proposition 5. If C, 1 b, conv(X,(b)) is described by the polyhedron 
~ Cjxj + b i: xj> b . 
j= 1 j=r+l 
Proof. Observe that X,(b) = P n Zn+. Now with f >/ 0, the fractional knapsack prob- 
lem: min { fx: x E P} always has one of the points {Xj = b/C,, Xi = 0 for i # j} for j < r, 
or {xj = 1, Xi = 0 for i # j} for j > r as an optimal solution. Hence P is an integral 
polyhedron. 0 
In the general case where C, ,/’ b, we consider a partition of ( 1, . . . , n). into blocks 
{i 1 ,..., j,}{iz ,..., jz} ,..., {ip ,..., j,} with i,=l, jp=n, i,<r, i,=j,_,+l for 
t=2 , . . . , p. In a similar way to the variable by variable definition of b,, k,, m, above, 
we define /It, K~, pt for blocks t = p, . . . , 1 starting with p, = b, K, = rfl,/Citl, 
pt = (K~ - l)Ci, and pt._, = /It - pL, < Ci,. Note the small difference in the definitions 
of k, and K, which intervenes when C, or Ci, divides b. Associated with such a partition, 
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we define the inequalities: 
$l (;I$) 2 min[Cj/Cit, iC,]Xj Z fi Ic,. 
j=it t=1 
(1) 
The following easily verified conditions tell us when two different partitions can give 
the same inequality. 
Observation 6. Suppose (xj} are the coefficients of any partition inequality (1). 
(i) 7Cj/Cj > 7Lj+ i /Cj+ 1 for all j, 
(ii) if nj,_,/Cj,_, = nit/Ci,, combining blocks {iteI, . . . , jtml} and {it, . . . ,j,} into 
a single block (it_ 1, . . . , jt} gives the same inequality, 
(iii) if K, = 1 with t > 1, combining blocks t - 1 and t gives the same inequality. 
Example 1. Consider X,(67) = (x E Z :: x1 + 3x2 + 6x3 + 18x4 + 90x, 2 67). 
For the partition (1) {2} (3) {45}, we obtain b4 = 67, u4 = [67/18] = 4, p4 = 54, 
~3=13,~~=~13/6~=3,~3=12,~~=1,~z=1,~~=O,~~=1,and~1=1.The 
resulting inequality (1) is 
xi + 1(x1) + 1.1(x3) + 1.1.3(x4 + 4x5) $ 1.1.3.4. 
From Observation 6 cases (ii) and (iii) we see that the partitions (12) (345}, 
(12) (3) (45) and (1) (2) (345) give the same inequality. 
Proposition 7. The partition inequalities (1) are valid. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of blocks in (1). If inequality (1) 
contains only one block, it reduces to Es= i Cjxj + bCj”_r+ 1 Xj > b which is clearly 
valid. So, suppose that inequality (1) is valid for X,(b) (for any n, b) when it contains 
not more than p - 1 blocks. Takefx as the left hand side of (1). We prove validity of 
(1) with p blocks by showing that z = min{fx: x E X,(b)) 2 flf= 1 K,. 
By Observation 6(i), we can assume that f;/Cj is non-increasing in i and by 
Observation 6(ii), thatfjP _ 1 /Cj, _ 1 >fiP/‘CiP. For the last block, Cj/Ci, > rcP if and only 
ifj>r,~=/Ci,=...=filC,>O andf,+,=... =h > 0. So the objective function 
f satisfies the conditions of Corollary 4. 




xj = 1 for some j > I + 1, xi = 0 for i # j which implies cje i, min { Cj/Cip, rep} xj
= rep and inequality (1) is satisfied (at equality); 
x E M,(f, b) with IsziP Cjxj = rb/Ci,lCip and xj = 0 for j < i, which implies 
x$ipmin{Cj/Cip,K,}xj = Clzi,(Cj/CiP)Xj = rb/Ci,J = Kp and (1) is satisfied (at 
equality); 
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(iii) x~M,(f,b)withC3=i,Cjxj=(1~~- l)Cip<band(xl,...,x,_l)EM,_,(f;B,_,) 
with s = i,. Since the inequality (1) with the first p - 1 blocks is valid for 
X,_ l(ps_ 1) we obtain by the induction hypothesis that 
Observe also that if the inequality with the first p - 1 blocks is satisfied at 
equality by (xi, . . . , x,_ 1), inequality (1) is again satisfied at equality. 
Note that from Corollary 4, case (iii) is empty when Ci,l b. 0 
Theorem 8. 7’he convex hull of X,(b) is described by the non-negativity constraints and 
the partition inequalities (1). 
Proof. In Observation 2, we showed that unlessf > 0, { sj/Cj} > 0 are non-increasing 
forj= l,...,randf* =fr+r = ... =fn >O, M,(f,b)c {x: xi=O} for some i. 
So define a partition of { 1, . . . , n} such that fi/Ci is constant for j E {if, . . . , jt>, 
fi,/Ci, >fit+l/Ci,+l for t = 1, . . . ,p - 1, and in the last block {ip, .. . ,r, . . . ,n} we have 
fip/Cip=fj/CjforjE{iP,... , I}. We claim that every optimal solution satisfies inequal- 
ity (1) corresponding to this partition at equality. 
We again proceed by induction on the number of blocks. When p = 1, we have 
f,/C, = ... =f*/C,. As rcl = b, inequality (1) is precisely the inequality describing the 
convex hull in Proposition 5. Thus we suppose the claim holds whenever there are 
4 d p - 1 blocks. In the proof of Proposition 7, we have already shown that inequal- 
ity (1) is satisfied at equality in cases (i)-(iii) and thus by all points of M,,(f, b). 
So we have proved that for any objective function f, M,(f; b) is included in a face 
defined by an inequality (1) or in a face defined by a non-negativity constraint. This 
proves the theorem. Cl 
We now address the question whether a given point x E conv(X,,(b)) or not. We 
suppose that x E R;. We again define: b, = b, k, = L b,/C,] + 1, m, = (k, - l)C, and 
b,_ 1 = b, - m,. 
From Proposition 5 we know that if C,) b, x E conv(X,(b)) if and only if 
z;= 1 Cjxj + bC;=,+ 1 Xj > b. We also observe that if 6 = C;=,+ 1 xj 2 1, 
x E conv(X,(b)) as ej (jth unit vector) E X,(b) for all j > r. If I;= 1 Cjxj < m,(l - 6) 
then, again from Proposition 5, x $ conv(X,(m,)), and as X,,(b) E Xn(mr), 
x 4 conv(X,(b)). 
Thus we suppose 6 < 1, C, ,i’ b, Eli= i Cjxj > m,(l - 6). We can now decompose 
x into two vectors a, y E R”, as follows: 
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Decomposition of X. Find v < I such that C;=,+, CjXj < m,(l - 6) and 
C;=, CjXj ~ m,(l - 6). Set Uj = Xj for j=u+ l,...,n and 
a” = (Ml - 4 - c;=“+ 1 CjXj)/C”, OZj = 0 for j < U. Set yj = Xj - 0Zj for j = 1, . . . ,I 
and yj = xj for j > r. 
Observe that 0 < t( G X, Yj = 0 for j = u + 1, . . . ,I, and Cj=, CjUj + RJ~CT,~+ 1 Xj 
= m,. Thus by Proposition 5, a E conv(X.(m,.)). We now establish that 
x E conv(X,(b)) if and only if y E conv(X,(b,-l)). Both directions are treated 
separately. 
Proposition 9. With x, y as dejned above, $7 E conv(X,(b,- I)), then x E conv(X,(b)). 
Proof. If y E conv(X,(b,_l)), y = ‘&2i$ with xiii = 1 and 1 2 0, and yi E X,(b,_,). 
Let I = {i: yj > 0 for somej > r}. As y = ej (unit vector) E X,(b,_,) for j > I, we can 
suppose without loss of generality that for i E I, yi = 1 for some j > I, y: = 0 for 
k > r, k #j. Hence, in addition Cislli = Cy,,+l Xj = 6. Also o! E conv(X,(m,)) 
by Proposition 5, and so c1 = ,Ykvktlk, &vk = 1, v 2 0 with tlk E X,(m,). Letting 
K = {k: r$ > 0 for some j > I}, we have similarly that xksKvk = 6. 
Let xik = yi + ak for i $ I, k +! K. Clearly xik E X,(b) and yi E X,(b) for i E I. Now 
_c xik + C liyi = C C s $ + s Clk + piy’ 
iel i+I k#K id 
= c /$y’ + c vkEk + 1 /?iy’ 
i$I kCK ieI 
< y + (~l,...,~,,Q...,O) 
=x 
by definition of c( and y. 
As 
if follows that x E conv(X,Jb)). 0 
Proposition 10. If x and y are as above, and y $ conv(X,(b,- I)), then x $ conv(X,(b)). 
More specijicully ify violates some partition inequalityfor X,(b,_ I) by E, x violates some 
partition inequality for X,(b) by E. 
Proof. We show constructively that if y 4 conv(X,(b,_ 1)), then x # conv(X,(b)). As 
yj=O for j=u+ l,..., r, y +! conv(X,(b,_ 1)) n (x: Xj = 0 for j = u + 1, . . . , r}. This 
means that y must violate an inequality (1) for the problem without variables 
u+l , . . . , r or in other words that y must violate an inequality (1) of conv(X,(b,_ 1)) 
having u in the last block (i.e. i, d II if the inequality contains p blocks). 
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Suppose that the violation is E for some partition of { 1, . . . , n> in p blocks with i, < u 
and CiP < b,-1. 
p-1 + sEl KS IcP i ( > Xj = ( > fi K, - E; E > 0. j=r+ 1 s= 1 
Note that K* = r b,_ l/Ci,l. We consider two cases. 
Case 1: K,, < C”/CiP or C, > b,_ 1. 
In this case, as Ci, d b, _ 1, the last block must start strictly before U. We construct 
an inequality (1) of conv(X,(b)) by creating a new last block starting at u. For this 
inequality, K~+~ = rb/C,l. As b = b,_ 1 + m,, C, 1 C, I m, and b,- r < C,, adding this 
last block does not modify the K, and fis values of the first p blocks (i.e. 
p, = b - m, = b,_ I), and m& = K,,+ 1 - 1. The left hand side of this new inequality 
evaluatedat~(x~=y~forj~{v,...,r},x~=cc~forjE{v+l,...,r)andx,=cc,+y,) 
has value: 
Now observe that min[C,/C,, K~+ 1] = 1, (n%=r rc,)y, = (n:S; K,) min[C,/Ci,, rcP]yv, 
Cj/C” G [b/C,1 = kp+ I if j < r, and Cj/C, > [b/C,1 = rep+ 1 if j > r. SO 
= sfilKs (1-6+(Kp+l-1)(1-8)+BKp+l)-& ( > 
c&W 2: Kp 2 C"/Ci,,. 
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We construct an inequality (1) of conv(X,(b)) by keeping the same block structure 
and updating the values K, (noted K;). We have K; = K~ for t = 1, . . ..p - 1, and 
so Kb = Kp + m,/CiP and K; 2 blCi, > CjICi, for all j < r. 
The left hand side of this new inequality evaluated at x has value: 
Propositions 9 and 10 combined give us both a decomposition theorem for 
conv(X,(b)) and a separation algorithm. As above we let b, = b, k, = LbJC, j + 1, 
m, = (k, - l)C, and b,_ 1 = b, - m,. The decomposition of x into tl, y shows that 
x E conv (X,(b)) if and only if there exists cx E conv(X,(m,.)) and y E conv(X,(b,_ r)) 
with Xi = Cli + yi, i = 1, . . . , r and Cli = yi = Xi for i > r. conv(X,(m,)) is known explicit- 
ly from Proposition 5, and conv(X,(b,_,)) can be further decomposed. Repeated 
n times we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 11. The polyhedron 
i min(Cj, V&)&j 2 m,, t = n, . . . ,1, 
j=l 
i &j = Xj, j = 1, . . . ,n, 
t=j- 1 
Ctlj = tlij for all t, 
c(*j 3 0 for all t, j 
describes conv(X,(b)). 
i<j- 1 andallj, 
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Example 2. Consider X4 = {x E Z”,: 2x1 + 6x2 + 30x3 + 150x4 b 93). After nor- 
malisation we have X,(47) = {x E Z’,: x1 + 3x, + 15x, + 75x4 2 47). By The- 
orem 11, we obtain a description of its convex hull: 
a41 + a31 + Ql + Ml1 = Xl. 
@-42 + tl32 + h2 + c(12 = x2, 
a43 + a33 + @23 = x3, 
a44 + ~13~ = x4, 
u34 = u24 = c114, 
Theorem 11 shows us that both the optimisation problem min{fx: x E X,(b)} and 
the separation problem can be solved by linear programming in polynomial time. To 
find a combinatorial separation algorithm that gives a most violated inequality of the 
form (l), the following is important. 
Proposition 12. Given X,(b), X* and m,, if Cl= 1 Cjxr + m,C;=,+ 1 XT < m,, u most 
violated inequality (1)for X,(b) is the single block partition inequality. 
i CjXj + b i Xj > be 
j=l j=r+l 
(4 
Proof. The violation of the inequality (2) is E = m,(l - 6) - & CjXj* + (b - m,) 
x (1 - 6). Consider the point y = x* + se1 satisfying (2) at equality. We claim that 
y E conv(X,(b)). By decomposition, y E conv(X,(b)) if and only if the vector 
~Econv(X,(b,_l))whereyl=b,_l(l-6),yj=Oforj=2,...,r,yi=xj*forj>r. 
Now y is a convex combination of points in X,(b,_ 1) and hence y E conv(X,(b)). As 
the coefficient of x1 is 1 in all the inequalities (l), x* violates every inequality (1) for 
X,(b) by at most E. 0 
Now a combinational separation algorithm is obtained from a recursive applica- 
tion of Propositions 9 and 10. 
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Algorithm. Given x E R’!+, is x E conv(X,(b))? 
Let z = x, d = b. 
Step 1: Decomposition. r = max{j: Cj < d}, 6 = C;=,+l Zj and m, = Ld/C, J C,. 
(i) IfC,Id,eitherC:.=,CjZj+dC;=,+l , z. > d in which case z E conv(X,(d)) and 
x E conv(X,(b)), SO stop, or C;= 1 Cjzj + dC;=,+ 1 zj > d is a violated inequality 
for X,(d) and go to step 2. 
(ii) If 6 > 1 then z E conv(X,(d)) and x E conv(X,(b)), so stop. 
(iii) If Cl=1 CjZj + mrC~,,+l , z. 2 m, is a violated inequality for Xn(mr), then 
C;= 1 Cjzj + dC;=,+ 1 , z. 2 d is a violated inequality in X,(d), and go to step 2. 
(iv) If 6 < 1, C,,j’d and Es= 1 Cjzj > m,(l - 6) then decompose z = C( + y as in 
Propositions 9 and 10. Now z E conv(X,(d)) if and only if 
y E conv(X,(d - m,)). Let z t y, d c d - m, and go to step 1. 
(As C1 = 1 and b E 2, step 1 must either stop with x E conv(X,(b)), or with a move to 
step 2 with z $ conv(X,(d)) and a violation E = d - Cl= 1 CjZj - d cy=,+ 1 Zj > 0). 
Step 2: Construction of a violated inequality. 
Values (z’, d’, yi, ri, vi), i = 1, . . . , t have been constructed in step 1 terminating with 
z’ & conv(X,(d’)). Use Proposition 10 for i = t, . . . ,2 (with y = zi, b,_ 1 = d’, x = xi- ‘, 
b = dim’)) to construct a violated inequality for conv(X,(b)) with violation E. 
Theorem 13. If x E R”, with x 4 conv(X,(b)), then the separation algorithmfinds a most 
violated inequality of the form (1). 
Proof. Suppose that the algorithm shows that x violates some inequality (1) by E > 0, 
but x violates another inequality (1’) by E’ > E. Consider the point y = x + Eel (i.e. add 
E to x1). Applying the separation algorithm to y we will arrive at iteration t with 
y’ = z’ + Eel, and where previously we concluded that I;= 1 Cjzf + m, Cz$ < m,, we 
now have that Cs_1 Cjy$ + b,Zyi = b,. Now in case (i) y’ E conv(X(d’)) and thus 
y E conv(X(b)). In case (iii) the argument in the proof of Proposition 12 shows that 
y’ E conv(X(d’)) and thus y E conv(X(b)). However, y violates (1’) by E’ - E (because 
the coefficient of x1 is 1) > 0 and y $ conv(X,(b)), a contradiction. 0 
Example 3. Consider X,(70) = {x E Z:: x1 + 3x2 + 15x3 + 45x4 + 90x, > 70). We 
apply the separation algorithm to show if the point x = (3,+, v., f, 3) $conv(X5(70)) 
or not. 
Step 1 gives z1 = (3, 3, y, T$, 5) ~conv(XJ70)) with YI = 3 and r1 = 4 if and only if 
(by (iii)) z2 = ($,a, 1, 0,;) Econv(XJ25)) with u2 = 3 and r2 = 3 if and only if (by (iii)) 
z3 = ($7 i-9 3,0,3) Econv(X,(lO)) with u3 = 1 and r3 = 2 if and only if (by (iii)) 
z4 = (&, 0, 3, 0, 3) ~conv(X,(l)) with r4 = 1. Now (by (i)), the valid inequality 
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 >, 1 for X,(l) is violated by k. 
Step 2. Now we work back to find the violated inequality for X,(70). z4 violates the 
{ 12345) inequality for X,(l) by 4. 
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As u3 = 1, CUS = 1 < b,, the block structure for X,(10) remains (12345f and z3 
violates the inequality x1 + 3x2 + 10x, + 10x4 + 10x, > 10 by 4. 
As v2 = 3, Co2 = 15 > 10, the block structure for X5(25) is { 12} (345) and z2 
violates (x1 + 3x2) + 10(x3 + 2x, + 2~~) >, 20 by &. 
As u1 = 3, C,t = 15 G 70, the block structure for X,(70) is still (12) (345) and 
x violates 
(x1 + 3x2) + 10(x3 + 3~~ + 5~~) 2 50 by f. 
3. The mixed integer packing polyhedron 
Consider Y,,(b) = {(y, X) E R!+ x Z’!,.: JI < z;= 1 Cjxj, y < b), where Cj) Cj+ 1 for all j, 
C,d b < C,,, and Cj, b E 2 + . The results we obtain are very closely related to those 
of the last section. We define (k,, m,, b,) and (K,, pr, fit) as before, except hat as Cr can 
exceed 1, we use C,, = 1 to define (k,, mo, b,). 
First we consider the optimisation problem: z = maxi py -fx: (y, x) E Y,(b)}. We 
let M,(p,f, b) denote the set of optimal solutions. 
Observation 14. For the optimisation problem: z = max { py -fx: (y, x) E Y,(b)}, 
(i) iffj < 0 for some j, z /* + co, 
(ii) if p < 0, y = 0 for all ( y, x) E M,( p, f, b), 
(iii) if p > 0 and p <fi/Cj for some j, Xj = 0 for all (y, X) E M,,(p, f, b), 
(iv) if fj < fk for some j, k > I, xk = 0 for all (y, x) E M,(p, f; b), 
(v) iffi/Cj <fj+r/Cj+r for some j < r, xj+l = 0 for all (y, X) E: M,(p,f, b), 
(vi) if p > 0 and fj = 0 for some j, y = b for all (y, x) E M,( p, f, b). 
Thus p >,fi/C, > ... >,S,/C, > 0, andf,,, = ... =fn > 0. 
Now suppose p = fi/CI = ..a =fs-r/C,_r >f,/C, for some q GS 1. 
Proposition 15. An optimal solution to z = max ( py -fx: (y, x) E Y,(b)} is either of the 
form 
(a) y = b, and x is an optimal solution of min{ fx: xj = Ofor j < q, x E X,(b)), 
(b) x = a + fi, where a is an optimal solution of min { $a: a E X,7 (CT,)} 
and B=(B1,...,Bs-l,O,..., 0) with bq = Lb/C, J C,, Cgz: CjPj < b - c4, and y 
= CqSt Cjflj + (Tq* 
Proof. AS p =fr/Cr = **. =f4_r/Cq_r and p >f~/C~,~~=9CjXj+ bCj”=,+,xj > 
b - C, in any optimal solution. Thus Cs=, CjXj + bCJ=,+ I Xj 2 c4 because b >, c4 
and C,I Cj for all j >, q. There are two possibilities: Cs=, Cjxj + bCr=,+ 1 xj 2 
bq + C, > b which is case (a), or I:-, Cjxj = bq and y = ~~~: Cjxj + 6, < b which is 
case (b). 0 
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With this characterization we can obtain the convex hull. 
Theorem 16. The convex hull of Y,(b) is described by the constraints, 0 d y < b, 
x 2 0, y < C;= 1 Cjxj + bC;=,+ 1 xj, and in addition if C, ,j’b the inequalities 
q-1 
y< b+ C Cjxj-Tq-l(b) 
j=l 
where 1 < q ,< r, rq-I(b) = b - j_b/C,JC,, {iI, . . . ,j,} . . . {ir ,..., jr} is a partition of 
(4, ..* , n} and {pi} are defined for the partition inequality (1) for {x E Z’!+: xj = 0 for 
j < 43 Cj”=q(cjlcq)xj 2 rblCql). 
Proof. As before, given any objective function (p, f), we look for an inequality 
satisfied at equality by all optimal solutions in M,(p,f; b). We have shown above that 
one of the trivial inequalities is satisfied at equality unless p = fi/C, = ev. 
=f4_i/Cq_r >f,/C, 2 a.* afi/C, > 0 andf,,, = ..e =f, > 0. 
If p = f,/C,, then either Xj = 1 for some j > r, or y = Cl= i CjXj. In both cases 
Y = I;=, CjXj + bCy=r+l xj for all (Y, x) E M,(P, 1; b). 
Now for the casef,/C, < p (i.e. q 6 r and&/C, < p), consider the inequality (3) with 
partition {iI, . . . ,jl}, . . . , {ir, .,. , j,} determined by f (i.e. fj,_ l/Cj,_, >A,/Ci, = ..a = 
fjtlCjt >ht+,lCit+,fort= l,..., p - 1, il = q and i, < r). Considering Proposition 15, 
if (a) holds, then every point (y, x) of M(p,f; b) is such that x is optimal for 
min{Cy=,fjXj: x7_, CjXj 2 b} and Xj = 0 for j < 4. Thus (3) is satisfied at equality. 
Alternatively if(b) holds, a is optimal for min{ fa: c1 E X,=(a,)}. Now as the partition is 
determined by f and C, 1 C,, 1 ) . . . ) C,, it is easily checked that all optimal solutions of 
min ( fa: c1 fz XT(oq)} satisfy Et= it min [Cj/Cir, K,] Xj = (ICY - 1) for t = 2, . . . , p, and 
C:L,min[Cj/C,, Ki]Xj = Ki - 1. Thus IF= 1 (n:Z: 4 (Cj’=i, minCCj/G,, dxj) 
= flf’= 1 K, - 1, and (3) is satisfied at equality. 0 
Decomposition of (y, x). 
We now show how to decompose a point (y*, x*) E R\ x R”, with y* < b. We let 
a=c;=,+1 , x* and t = min[y*, Cj= I Cjxr + m,.6, m,]. 
As before, if 6 2 1 then (y*, x*) E conv( Y,(b)) and if C, 1 b, (y*, x*) E conv( Y,(b)) if 
and only if y* < C;=, CjXj* + bC;=,+I , x* and y* 4 b. So we suppose 6 < 1 and 
C, ,/‘b. There are three possible cases: 
(i) 5 = y*. Here y* ,< I;-, CjXj* + mrCy=l+l x7 and y* < m,, and thus (y*, x*) 
E conv( Y.(m,)) c conv( Y,(b)). We decompose (y*, x*) into (a,,, a) and (y,,, y) 
where (a~, 4 = (Y*, X*), (yO, Y) = (0; 0, 0, . . . , xf+ 1, . . . , ~3; 
(ii) <=Cj=iCj x* + m,& Here we decompose (y*, x*) into (Q, ~1) = (I;= 1 CjxT j 
+m,o,x*)and(y,,y)=(y*--&CjxT-m&0,0 ,..., O,x,*+I ,..., x.*); 
(iii) 5 = m,. Here we find v such that Cvav + C~=U+lCjX~ + m,S = m, with 
0 < CI, < xt. Then a0 = m,, Clj = 0 for j < V, CC, is as just defined, aj = xf for 
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j=v+l ,...,n, and y. = y* - m,,yj=xj*forj<vandj>r,y,=x~--“and 
yj=Oforj=V+ l,...,r. 
Because C, 1 m,, we note that in each case (ao, c() E conv(Y,,(m,)). 
Theorem 17. (yo, y) E conv( Y,,(b,_ 1)) if and only if(y, x) E conv( Y,(b)). 
Proof. The only if argument is identical to that of Proposition 9. Now suppose that 
(yo, y) $ conv( Y,(b,_ J). Necessarily . > 0, so (yo, y) was constructed as in cases (ii) or (iii). 
Case (ii): AS yj = 0 for j = 1, . . . , r, (70, Y)~conv(K@r-~)~{(Y~ Xl: xj = 0, 
j = 1, . . . , r}) which reduces to {(y, x) E R: x Zn+: y 6 b,-i Cy=,+ 1 Xj, y < b,- 1) be- 
causeb,_,<Cjforj=r+l ,..., n. 
As 6=Cj”=,+lyj < 1, (yo, y) must violate y < b,_lCj”=,+l Xj by some E > 0. This 
implies that (y*, x*) violates y < Cl= r Cjxj + bCT=,+l Xj by y* - Cl=1 Cjxf 
- (b,_ 1 + m,)6 = y. - b,_ 16 = E. 
Case (iii): (yo, y) $conv(Y,(b,_ 1)) n {(y, x): xj = 0 for j = u + 1, . . . , r}. In the same 
way that r is defined for Y,,(b), define r’ for Y,(b,_,) n {(y, x): Xj = 0 for 
j = v + l,..., r}asr’=max{j~{l,...,u}:Cjfb,_l}. 
From Theorem 16 and as y. = y* - m, < b - m, = b,_ 1, (yo, y) either violates (a): 
r’ 
Y d C CjXj + br-1 
j=l 
( i xj + i x.i) 
j=r'+ 1 j=r+ 1 
= b,-1 + i Cjxj- b,-1 l- i xj- i xj 
j=l j=r’+ 1 j=*+l 
or violates (b): y < b,_ 1 + CYSt CjXj - zq- ,(b,_ I) (x0 - ZX) where 4 < r’, and 
rcx > x0 is a partition inequality (1) for X,(b,_ 1) n {x: xj = 0 for j = 1, . . . ,q - 1 and 
j = u + 1, . . ..r}. 
Because ~1, > 0 (i.e. xz > yJ in case (a) we must consider separately r’ = u and r’ < u. 
(iii-al) (~0, y) violates JJ < b,- 1 + CY= 1 Cjxj - b,_ I(1 - CJ=,+ 1 Xj) by E > 0. 
Then (y*, x*) violates y d C;=l CjXj + bC;_,+, Xj by Y* - Cl=1 Cjxf - bd = 
y* - I;= 1 Cjyj - Cs=” CjCtj - (br- 1 + m,)6 = y* - (CszV CjNj + m,6) - x7= 1 Cjyj - 
b,_16=y*-m,-Cj”=1Cjyj-b,_,6=y0-CS=,Cjyj-b,_,6=&. 
(iii-a2) (yo, y) violates y < b,_, $ CrEl CjXj - b,_ I(1 - C;=,,+, xj) by E > 0 and 
r’ < v (i.e. xr = Yj for j = 1, . . . ,r’). 
Here I;=*,+ 1 Xj > 1 is a partition inequality (1) for X,(b,_ 1) n ((y, x): Xj = 0 for 
j= l,..., r’} and must be violated at (yo, y) by some o > 0 because y. < b,- 1 Q b,- 1 
+ Cs_ 1 Cjyj. 
As the decomposition of x* into a and y is identical to that used in Proposition 10, 
there exists a partition inequality rt’x z n’ for X,(b) n {x: xj = 0 for j = 1, . . . , r’} such 
that x* violates it by w. 
NOW the inequality y < b + I& 1 Cjxj - T,,(b) ( nb - n’x), with z,,(b) = b,_ 1 because 
Li < &+I, is violated at (y*, x*) by y* - b - Cr’= 1 Cjxr - b,- I(TT~ - x’x*) = Y* 
- m,-bb,_,-CS’=lCjrj-b~-lO=&. 
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(iii-b) (ye, y) violates y < b,_ 1 + CYz: CjXj - zq_ 1 (b,_ 1) (x0 - XX). This case is sim- 
ilar to (iii-a2) with rcx 2 rco instead of JF,“=,+, Xj B 1. Here (y*, x*) violates 
y~b+Cy~:Cjxj-r,-,(b)(~b-_‘x) by E with Z4-l(b)=b-Lb/CqJCq=br_l 
-LLIC,JC, = yl(br-,). 0 
This leads immediately to an extended formulation. 
Theorem 18. conv(Y,(b)) can be written as 
&O < f min(Cj, W)&j, t = n, . . ..o. 
j= 1 
40 < 4, t = n, .*. ,o, 
Y = i ato, 
t=o 
Xj = i cl,j, j = 1, . . . , n, 
f=j-1 
cttj = clij for t, i Q j - 1 and all j, 
dlfj > 0 for all t, j. 
A separation algorithm is also obtained modelled on that of the previous section. 
Example 4. Consider Y,(lS) = {(y, x) E R: x 2%: y < 2x1 + 4x2 + 12x3 + 36x4, 
y d 15). 
We wish to know if (y, x) = (14.5; 4, v, A, f) E conv( Y,(15)). The separation algo- 
rithm gives 
z” = (14.5; 4, ++, A, _t) E conv( Y,(15)) 
if and only if (r = 3, u = 2, m, = 12, y = 14.5, 2x1 + 4x2 + 12x3 + 12x, = 13; case 
(iii)) 
z1 = (2.5; $, 4, 0, f) E conv( Y,,(3)) 
if and only if (r = 1, u = 1, m, = 2, y = 2.5, 2x1 + 2x2 + 2x, + 2x, = $; case (ii)) 
z2 = (3; 0, 4, 0,:) E conv( Y,(l)). 
As we are in case (ii) (with xj = 0, j = 1, . . . , r), z2 E conv( Y,(l)) if and only if 
y d 1(x2 + x3 + x4), y < 1 is satisfied by z2. 
We see that z2 #conv( Y,(l)) as z2 violates y d x2 + x3 + x4 by $ in 
Y,(l) n {x: xr = 0). 
Working backwards in case (ii), z1 #conv( Y,,(3)) and violates y ,< 3 + 2x1 
- 3(1 - x2 - x3 - x4) by ;. 
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Again, by working backwards in case (iii), zi violates x2 + x3 + xq > 1 by i in 
X,(3) n {x: x1 = 0). By the separation algorithm in Section 2, z” violates 
x2+3x3+4xq>,4by$inX,(15)n{ x: xi = O}. So (y, x) = 2’ violates y < 15 + 2x1 
- 3(4 - x2 - 3x3 - 4~~) in Y,(15) by 4. 
4. Extensions 
Here we consider two extensions to the models analysed earlier. A natural general- 
isation of the set Y(b) is the model: 
Z(b)= (Y,x)ER; XZ”+: f: Yj< b,yj< Cjxjforj= l,...,n 
j=l 
with Ci 1 C2 ) . . .I C,. This problem does not decompose as nicely as the previous ones. 
Consider first the optimization problem over Z(b) 
2 = max 
i 
i (Ctjyj - PjXj): (Y, X) E Z(b) . 
j=l I 
Proposition 19. There is a polynomial algorithm for optimization over Z(b). 
Proof. If Uj < 0 for some j, there exists an optimal solution with yj = 0. So we consider 
without loss of generality that uj > 0 for all j. In any optimal solution, either (i) 
CJ= 1 yj < b or (ii) I;= 1 yj = b. 
(i) I;= 1 yj < bo. AS Clj > 0, such a solution will have yj = Cjxj for all j. NOW it 
suffices to find an optimal solution to the problem max{~~=, (Cjaj - Bj)xj: 
C;= 1 CjXj < b, x E Z”+} which is polynomially solvable (see Theorem 1). 
(ii) C;= 1 Yj = b. Such an extreme solution in Z(b) has only one variable k with 
y, < CLxk. This means that for any fixed values of k and yk, the remaining optimisa- 
tion problem reduces to max{ CT=1 (Cjaj - fij)x>: x’ E Xl (b - yk)) which is poly- 
nomially solvable. To conclude the proof, it suffices to observe that there are only 
a polynomial number of possible pairs {k, yk}. Let pj = b - Lb/C, JCj. Clearly 
p1 < p2 < *** d p.. As (b - yk) must be divisible by some Cj (x’ E Xf (b - yk)), it can 
be shown that possible values of yk in nondecreasing order are pl, p2, . . . , pk, 
Ck - (Ck-I - pk-I), ***, Ck - (C, - pl) for some extreme solution in Z(b). For in- 
stance if yk lies strictly between pt and pt+ 1, then ys = C,x: > 0 for some s < t. 
Increasing ys by C,, XL by 1 and decreasing yk by C, without changing xk, and vice 
versa shows that the proposed solution is not extreme. The other cases are similar. 
Hence there are 2k - 1 possible values for yk. 0 
From Sections 3 and 4, it is possible to derive a general class of inequalities for Z(b). 
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Propositions 20. Let S E ( 1, . . . , n} withi=min{j:j~S}andz= b-(rb/Cil- l)Ci, 
{i I,...,jl},...r{ip,..., j,) be a partition of S with {ut} as defined for a partition 
inequality (1)for {X E Z;: Xj = Oforj 4 S, Cyzi(Cj/Ci)xj > [b/C,]]. Then the inequality 
(4) 
is valid for Z(b). 
Example 5. Consider Z(b) with C1 = 10, Cz = 30, and b = 47. From Proposition 20, 
the inequality y1 + y, d 47 - 7(4 - x1 - 2x2) is valid for Z(b) and can be shown to 
define a facet. 
The inequality 13~1, + 6y, - 91x, - 63x2 < 156 can also be shown to define 
a facet, showing that the family of inequalities of the form (4) does not suffice to 
describe the convex hull of Z(b). 
Another natural question is how to use the results of Section 2 to find valid 
inequalities for knapsack sets with arbitrary coefficients Cj. Thus let W,(b) = {x E Z:: 
JF,“=, Cjxj > bj with Cl < C2 < ..’ < C,. The following proposition indicates for 
which objective function coefficients the optimal solutions decompose in the same 
way as before. 
Proposition 21. Let {iI, . . . , jl), . . . , {ipr . . . , j,} be a partition of { 1, . . . . n) and as fbr 
inequality (1) dejine (P,, K,, put)for t = p, . . . , 1 as Bp= b, K, = rBt/‘Cirl> or = (& - l)Ci,, 
Pt-I =A-/& 
If K, _ 1 < L Ci,/Ci, _ ,I for t = 2, . . . , p, then the inequality 
(5) 
is a valid inequality for W,(b). 
Proof. For j E I,, rCj/Citl Ci, > Cj. Define I, E (it, . . . , j,) as I, = max { j E I,: 
r Cj/Cir 1 d 4). 
NOW the set W,(b) = (X E Zn+: Cp=,(C>=i, rCJCiI]Ci,xj + xi=_lt+, Cjxj) 2 b] is 
a relaxation of W,(b). We prove that inequality (4) is valid for W,(b) 2 W,(b). We 
consider the left-hand side of (4) as an objective function f and prove that 
min{ fx: x E W,(b)} > (n[= 1 K,) where r = max { j: Cj < b}. Define Cj = rCj/C,,lCi, 
for j E {it . . . 10 and all t. 
Claim 1. There exists an optimal solution with xi = 0 for i 6 {i,, i2, . . . , iP]. 
Proof of Claim 1. Consider an arbitrary optimal solution. For j E {if + 1, . . . , It), 
fj/Cj =fi,/C:, and Ct IC:. SO if xj > 0, it is possible to replace Xj = 6 by Xi, = S(Cj/Ci,) 
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at the same cost. For j E (12 + 1, . . . ,j,},fj =fi,+ 1 and Cj < C:,+ I. SO if Xj > 0, it is 
possible to replace Xj = 6 by Xir + , = 6 having the same cost and larger capacity C;, + 1. 
Claim 2. There exists an optimal solution with xit < IC, - 1 for t = 1, . . . ,p - 1. 
ProofofClaim2. Weworkfromt=1,...,p-l.AsK1~LCi,/CilJ,Ci2~K1Ci,.In 
additionfi, = Klfil. SO if Xi1 > ICY, it is possible to replace Xi, = x1 by Xi2 = 1 at the 
same cost with a larger capacity. So there exists an optimal solution with Xi, < x1 - 1. 
The argument can now be repeated for t = 2, . . . , p - 1. 
Therefore, there exists an optimal solution in pp(b) for which If:,’ CirXit 
< If:,’ (K, - l)Ci, and Xi = 0 for all i # {iI, . . . , ip}. By construction, b = 
If= I(& - l)Ci, + B 0 with fro = fi1 - ~1 > 0. SO If:,’ CirXit < b - PO - (ICY - l)Cip 
< b - (K~ - l)Cip = j?,- 1. This means that Ci,_Xi, > (Kp - l)Cip or Xi, > Kp for feasi- 
bility. So there exists an optimal solution in W,(b) with Xi, 2 ICY and thus min{fx: 
x E W,(b)} > n;zl K,. 
To conclude the proof, it suffices to observe that if Xj = 1 for j > r, and xi = 0 for 
i fj, then inequality (4) is also satisfied. 0 
Example 6. Consider the knapsack set W,(b) = {x E Z:: x1 + 3x2 + 8x, + 1 1x4 
+ 17x, > 41). 
The partition {l}, {2,3,4} (5) leads to the relaxation k&(b) = {x E Z:: 
x1 + 3x2 + 9x3 + 11~~ + 17x, B 41) for which inequality (4) 
x1 + (x2 + 3x3 + 3x4) + 3x5 B 9 
is valid, and which defines a facet of W,(b). 
Many other questions remain, such as what happens when we bound the integer 
variables in X,,(b), or when we look at production planning problems with divisible 
capacity constraints. 
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